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An educational indicator is ‘a statistic or composite statistic that reflects some important aspect of education’ (Shavelson, this issue). By collecting indicators at regular intervals we can track the performance of a system. Indicators, often referred to as ‘Performance Indicators’, are on the educational agenda in both the US and the UK. Have the two educational systems anything to learn from each other? As one way to explore this question three pairs of speakers were invited to present papers in a symposium at the annual meeting of the American Educational Research Association (AERA) in Boston, April 1990. Each pair consisted of one person from the US and one from the UK.

To try to ensure communication across the barrier of the common language, speakers were asked to present not their own paper but that of the other member of their pair. Like so many experimental designs, this design foundered on the rock of attrition... not, thank goodness, actual mortality, but those many minor problems which prevent people from being present as planned. However, for Rich Shavelson (former president of AERA and currently Dean of the Education Faculty at the University of California at Santa Barbara) and Peter Tymms (now at Moray House, Edinburgh, Scotland and formerly at the University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England) the design worked and produced two interesting papers elegantly presented by the non-authors. Ruth Mitchell (formerly at the University of California at Los Angeles and now Associate Director of the Council for Basic Education, Washington, DC) valiantly and interestingly presented both her own paper and that of Brian Wilcox (former president of the British Educational Research Association and Honorary Professorial Fellow at Sheffield University, on leave from Sheffield Local Education Authority). John Gray (Professor of Education at Sheffield University) and David Jesson (also at Sheffield University) presented a lucid analysis of principles relating to the design of performance indicator systems.

**Achievement Indicators in the US and the UK**

At the heart of educational indicator systems will lie measures of achievement. One way in which the US and the UK have confused each other, if not themselves, is in the use of the term ‘achievement’. The US has an extensive array of so-called ‘achievement’ tests, frequently administered at key stages of pupil’s careers.
These tests are, however, secret, speeded, largely multiple choice, objective tests. They have been developed to meet psychometric criteria and are likely to be insensitive to instructional effects (i.e. they do not reflect good or poor teaching). They probably represent measures of ability to a greater extent than measures of classroom-related achievement. It seems likely that much educational research in the US has suffered from the use of such inadequate measures of educational output. This probability has, indeed, long been recognised by many researchers (e.g. Carver, 1975; Willms, 1985). Shavelson presents a telling anecdote about the kind of student-behaviour induced by such ‘achievement’ measures and illustrates how he and others are working to set right this primary flaw: the lack of good dependent variables in the US. Indicators which are insensitive to teachers’ work and to pupils’ genuine achievements will have no place in the effective indicator systems which we all seek. This sensitivity to instruction may be a feature of the ‘authentic’ testing now being called for in the US. Only research will tell, in time.

If you have ever had the experience of administering a set of these traditional, standardised ‘achievement’ tests in an inner city school, and watched the desultory and disinterested approach taken by many students to this apparently arcane exercise, you will understand the other charming term adopted in the US: ‘high stakes’ testing. Tests are taken seriously when something rests on the outcome.

Authentic, high stakes testing has been enjoyed in the UK for about a century. As described here by Tymms, examination ‘Boards’ (usually non-profit organisations, often originally linked to universities) publish syllabuses, set examinations, grade the papers blind and award highly valued certificates for those who succeed. These certificates help students to gain employment and obtain entry to higher education, until recently with up to 100% grants. The published syllabus, the availability of papers from previous years, the reporting back to the profession of typical errors made by students and the substantial involvement of teachers in the work of examination boards, ensures that the examinations relate to classroom practice. This is, of course, as Shavelson notes, because ‘what is monitored becomes what is taught’. It is therefore important to note that the examinations require authentic academic behaviours such as writing essays and working out problems. Tymms’ paper provides illustrations drawn, as are Shavelson’s, from the area of science.

Even as researchers such as Shavelson and his colleagues in the US move towards developing tests more like those used in the UK, the UK seems perversely to be hugging along alleys that US experience can be said to have already demonstrated to be blind: teacher-given grades and massive amounts of criterion-referenced testing. These are topics related to the present topic of performance indicators but not ones to which justice can be done here.

**Inspection or Site-visits**

People rarely criticise their own in-group publicly and therein lies a problem for learning. Ruth Mitchell has courageously managed to break this pattern and criticises from the inside an exercise in self-monitoring.

Complex systems often consists of semi-autonomous nested hierarchies. One reason for semi-autonomy rather than complete autonomy is this very problem of self-evaluation, the problem of being expected to ferret out and report on one’s own inadequacies. Mitchell’s vivid portrayal of one system’s attempt at self-
monitoring reveals the flaws which undermine such systems, no matter how idealistic they might have been in their original conception. Without credible and acceptable comparative data and agreed assessable standards, the procedures amount to guessing at best and ‘horse-trading’ at worst. The expert-panel evaluation which Ruth Mitchell describes is different from the role of the independent inspectorate in the UK (Her Majesty’s Inspectors, HMI) but HMI nevertheless lay claim to insider expertise, as in the self-evaluation exercise described by Mitchell. Is ‘expertise’ a substitute for more formal methodology?

Brian Wilcox deals with the roles of HMI and other ‘local’ inspectors, located in Local Education Authorities (LEAs, known as ‘School Districts’ in the US). This inspection is certainly hierarchical, a visit from ‘higher up’ the system, and there is no return visit to inspect the inspectors. Wilcox attempts to create the kind of framework in which site visits can capture the finer points of quality which indicators might miss. It is worth bearing in mind that at the time of writing there is talk in the UK of LEAs ‘withering on the vine’. Schools are to be given about 90% of the education budget, on a formula basis and are then to manage their own affairs. What role is there, then, for LEA inspectors? Will schools buy their services? Will they be declared redundant as budgets shrink? For LEAs, there should be considerable motivation towards devising credible and sustainable roles for inspectors at the local level. Neither of the articles which address this problem suggests that inspectors should act as researchers checking on the reliability and validity of a quantitative data base and acting collaboratively with teachers. This flavour of performance monitoring as research does, however, come across in the contribution by Tymms.

Performance Indicators and LEAs

A major difference between US and UK educational systems is the routine presence, in US School Districts (LEAs), of units which deal with statistics, research, evaluation and monitoring. The Inner London Education Authority (ILEA) had such a unit but ILEA itself no longer exists and other LEAs are unprepared for extensive, quantitative performance monitoring. Gray and Jesson describe this state of affairs and provide some principles which they believe would help assist LEAs in setting their agendas. In doing so they argue that the LEA will need to adopt not only more rigorous and systematic approaches to the nature of the questions they ask, but also to review, in a hitherto unprecedented manner, the nature of the qualitative judgments they wish to make about their schools and the kinds of information they are willing and able to collect in relationship to their judgments. Personally I have to say that while admiring the elegance of their analysis I disagree with the solutions they suggest. But that is a debate which will have to be taken up elsewhere and readers will, meanwhile, make up their own minds.
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